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ON AVERAGING LEFSCHETZ NUMBERS

U.  KURT SCHOLZ1

Abstract. Let (£, p, X) be a regular covering space where £ is a

connected metric ANR (absolute neighborhood retract) and let

f:X-*X be a map. This paper investigates the relationship between

the Lefschetz number of / and those of its lifts, i.e. maps f':E-*E

so thatpf'=fp. In particular, it is shown that to a lift/': £-►£ one

may associate a class of lifts £(/') with the property that the

Lefschetz number of / is equal to the average of the Lefschetz

numbers of maps in £'(/')•

1. Introduction and preliminaries. If £ is a compact connected regular

covering space of a finite simplicial complex AT and/: A'-*/¿is a map, then

the Lefschetz number of/is equal to the average of those of all its lifts

(Jiang [8], McCord [9]). In this paper we prove a stronger version of this

result, removing the compactness condition and generalizing to regular

covers which are connected metric ANR's. Of course in this case, one can-

not consider the average of all the lifts, since there will be infinitely many

of them.

For a covering space (E.p,X), we shall always assume that £ (and

hence X) is a pathwise connected space so that once a basepoint x0e X

has been chosen, the fundamental group of X can be written simply as

tt(X). Similarly, we choose a fixed e0 ep~x(x0) and use the same convention

on £ Then each a e tt(X) can be regarded as a covering transformation

on £, acting transitively on the fibers.

If (£, p, X) is a regular covering space andf:X—>-X is a map, we assume

that the base point x0e X has been chosen to be a fixed point off (if one

exists). We let C(f, X) denote the index of the group f#(Tr(X)) C\p#(Tr(E))

in/#(7rLY)). We also use the notation [f#(Tr(X)):f#(7r(X))np#(Tr(E))] for

the index.

Let /":£—£ be a lift off; then for each a e tt(X), the map f'ox:E—E
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will also be a lift having the same image as /' on each fiber. Let £(/')=

{/'a:i6ir(I)}.

Suppose now that A' is a metric ANR and/:X-+X is a compact map

(i.e. cl(/(A")) is compact). Let f^j,:Ht(X)-^Hv(X) denote the induced

homomorphism on the singular rational homology groups of X. Then

{f*,v(Hv(X))) is of finite type, i.e.fif,v(HB(X))=0 for all but a finite number

of integers/? andfm¡p(Hv(X)) is finitely generated for all p. Thus/*,,, has a

well defined trace namely that off^f^H^y.f^H^X^f^H^X)).
The nonvanishing of the Lefschetz number £(/)=2 (—1)" trace(/+>JI) is a

sufficient condition for the existence of fixed points of the map/:A'-^A'

(Granas [3]).

We note that if £ is an ANR and £ is a covering space of X then X is

also an ANR since it is locally an ANR (Hanner [4]).

2. The main theorem.   The main result of this paper is the following:

Theorem 1. Let X be a compact metric ANR and letf: X-+X be a map.

If E is a connected ANR and E is a regular covering space over X such that

Cif, A")< co, then for any liftf : E-+E off, each of the following conditions
hold:

(1) /' is a compact map;

(2) the cardinality of 2(f) (written \2(f)\) is equal to C(f, X);
(3) L(f) is equal to the average of the Lefschetz numbers of the maps in

2(f).

We first prove parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. Let f: X—*-X be a map on a compact space and let E be a

regular connected cover of X such that Cif, X)<<x>. Then any lift f ':£-*■£

¿s a compact map and Cif, A") = |£(/')|.

Proof. For a given lift /':£->£, we first show that the setf(p~x(x))

is finite for any x e X. Let e ep~l(x) and for each y ep~x(x) let oy be a

path from e toy. If p:E->- X is the covering map, then per y is a loop based

at x. The homotopy classes of loops {[po„]\y ep~x(x)} has the same

cardinality asp~x(x), namely [tt(X):p#(tt(E))]. Consequently the collection

{[fpov]\y ep-x(x)} modp#(TT(E)), has cardinality [f#(Tr(X)):f#(n(X))n

p#(ir(E))]=C(f, I)<oo; but this is the cardinality off(p-x(x)).

Now for each x ef(X), let Ux be an open connected neighborhood of x,

evenly covered by p. Select an open cover irx={V1x} off~l(x) so that each

Vx e i'"x is connected, evenly covered by p and c\(fiV'x))<=, Ux. Since A'and

fiX) are compact, we can choose xt, • • • ,xr ef(X) so that Ux , • • • , Ux

covers f(X) and so that a finite collection of V'x_, say {V\x, • • • , V%, V\t,

' ' ' » Vnxr,} covers X. Write Ux= U( and Vx= Vu. Now if V¡¡ is a component
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ofp~x(Vif), we easily see that cl(f'(V¡})) is contained in some component of

p"x(Ui). It then follows easily from the first assertion of this proof that

dif'ip^iVij))) is contained in a finite number (namely C(f, X)) of com-

ponents of p-x(UA. Thus cKXi/r^K,-,-))) is compact. Finally, taking the

finite union of these sets, we conclude that cl(/'(£)) is compact.

The assertion that |£(/')| = C(/, X) is obvious since |£(/')l =

\f'(p-x(x))\ = C(f,X).    □  '
The basic tool required to prove our main result is the fixed point index

for compact maps. Let/: X-^X be a map and let U be an open subset of X.

The triple (X,f, U) is called admissible if X is a metric ANR and/is a
compact map which has no fixed points on the boundary of U. Let C be the

collection of all admissible triples.

Theorem 2 (Granas [3]). There is a function i:C-*integers, satisfying

the following five properties:

(1) (Excision) If(X,f, U) and (X, g, U) are in C andf=g on cl(U), then

i(X,f,U)=i(X,g,U).
(2) (Additivity) If (X,f, U) e C and Ux,---,Un are mutually disjoint

open subsets of U such that f is fixed point free on U— U"-i U¡ then

i(X,f,U) = Zi(X,f,Uj).

(3) (Homotopy) If H:XxI—>-X is a compact map and for each tel,

'(X, ht, U) e C (where ht(x)=H(x, t)) then i(X, h0, U)=i(X, hx, U).

(4) (Normalization) i(X,f, X)=L(f).
(5) (Commutât ivity) Iff: A'— Y andg : Y--X are maps such that (X, gfi U)

and ( Y,fg, g-x(U)) are in C then i(X, gf, U)=i( Y,fg, g-'-(U)).    D

We can now prove Theorem 1 for the special case when Zis a connected

polyhedron.

Theorem 3 (Compare Jiang [8, Theorem 5.2]; McCord [9]). Let

f:K—>-K be a map on a compact polyhedron. If E is a connected regular

covering space over K such that C(f, Ä)< oo, then for any lift f ':£-*£ the

conclusions of Theorem 1 are valid.

Proof. By moving/through a homotopy, we may assume that/has

only a finite number of fixed points, say xt, • • • , x„ occurring in (open)

maximal simplices alt • • •, an (Hopf [6]). Select open sets Ult • • • , U„

evenly covered by p so that x¡ e Ui £ cr3 for /= 1, ■ ■ • , n. Now for each

e ef'(p-x(xj)), there is precisely one map /,' e 2(f) which has e as a

fixed point. Let C/J be the component of p~x(Uf) containing e. Using the

commutative property of the fixed point index, it is not difficult to show
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that /(£,/;, U'¡)=i(K,f, U). Since J"(p-X(x)) contains exactly Cif, X)=

|£(/')| points (Lemma 1), we have

i(Kj,Ui)= y     Jl

Taking the sum over all U¡ we obtain

uf) = yiiKJíU]) = 2( y ÍÍMkTW))

,1'rtîn lß(/')l

Remark. It has been tacitly assumed that £ is a metrizable ANR. This

is indeed the case since £ is imbeddable in R'" for some m (e.g. m=\ +

2 dim TV) and any locally finite polyhedron is an ANR [4].

Proof of Theorem 1 completed. Let £ be a regular covering space and

f:X-*X a map so that C(/, A")<oo. Using the domination theorem for

ANR's [4], there exists a compact polyhedron K and maps <p:X^>-K,

y>:K^-X so that ip°<f> : X-+X is homotopic to the identity map on X. Since

A'is connected we may assume K is also (by restricting our attention to a

component of K containing <f>(X)). Note that w^># is equal to the identity

on n(X).

Let N be the kernel of the map

V# projection       ^Y)
ttíK)-> ttíX)-> —L-L- .

PÁAE))

Clearly <j>#°p#(7r(E))^ N so that applying ip# to each side gives p^(v(E))^

ip#(N). On the other hand, ip#(N)^p#(tT(Ey) by definition. Thus ip#(N)=

pMe))-
Proceeding with the proof of Theorem 1, we construct a connected

regular cover iEK,p, K) of K so that p#t((Ek))=N. Since <p#p#(Tr(E))Q

P#tt(Ek) and ip#(p#ir(EK))=p#(TT(E)) we can apply the lifting theorem for

covering spaces [5, p. 256] to obtain maps 4>':E-+EK and ip':EK^>-E

making the following diagram commute:

<f> xp'
£—>£A--^£

x—>k —>x
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Since y>°<f> is homotopic to the identity map on X, it follows that xp'oqV

is homotopic to some covering transformation. We may, in fact, assume

that ip'°<f>' is actually homotopic to the identity map on £ (otherwise,

replace y>' by ¡x°y/ for some a e tt(x)).

Now, given f:X-*X so that C(f, *)<<», define f:K-+K by f=j>°f°y.
We claim that C(f, X)—C(f, K). This fact is immediate by observing that

<¿# induces an isomorphism:

U(tt(X)) ^ UMK))

fé*{X)) n p#(tt(E))^f#(TT(K)) n p#(tt(Ek)) '

It is clear that £(^'/V')={^/ív':/í e £(/')} an<i hence by Theorem 3, we

deduce :

L(f) =
|£(f/>')|

Since ip,f.p°cf>m,p and v4.p°<£*,p are the identity isomorphisms, it follows

readily that

trace(f^v) = trace(/+,P)   and   trace(<¿;.„ • (/;)*.„ • y>'*.v) = trace((/;)#iJ)).

Fitting everything together and using the fact that |£(<£/V)I = |£(/')I

we obtain

4. An example. The following example shows that we can use Theorem

1 to actually compute L(f) in certain cases.

Let S2n~x be the 2«—1 sphere represented by complex coordinates

Zx, ■ • ■ , z„ such that 2 zflp^X. Given a positive integer p and integers

?1> ' " * ,9n-lrelat'VelyPrÍmet0F'^enne^:'5'2"~1^^2"_lDy^(Zl' " ' ' >Zn) =

(Zx exp(2Trqiilp), • ■ • , zn exp(2Trqnijp)). Then h generates a cyclic group of

homeomorphisms acting on S2n~x without fixed points. The quotient space

is the generalized lens space L—Lp(qx, • • • , q„). We let [zlt ■ • • , zn]e L

denote the image of a point (zj, • • • , zn) under the natural projection.

Let ttx(LxSx)^¿Zp®Z be generated by a and ß respectively, and let

f:LxSx^-LxSx be any map so that/#(a)=Â:a and/#(/3)=0. We consider

the cover S2"-1 x R-*L x S1 given by (zl5 ■ ■ • ,zn, ry—([zlt ■ ■ , zn],

exp(2Trri)). Then C(f, X)< co. Using [9, Theorem 4.1] it follows easily that

all lifts of/ have the same Lefschetz number. Hence by Theorem 1, for

any lift/', we have £(/)=£(/'). But £(/')= l-deg(/')=l-deg(/)

(where deg(/)=degree off).
Remark. If p is odd, it can be shown (using cohomology with Zv

coefficients) that deg(f)=kn (modp).
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A more interesting case occurs when f#(ß)=lß. Then using S2n~xxSx

as a covering space and the fact that all lifts have the same Lefschetz

number [8], an easy computation shows that Lif)—ikn—1)(1—/) mod p.
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